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Medical Campaign Planning
On Monday, we brought 4 people up from the Catholic University to
survey the facilities we have to offer for the upcoming medical campaign, and

to plan where to locate the consultories of each of the specialties that will be
offered. We're going to use rooms in both our building and in the Mujeres con

Esperanza Social Center.

We would need clean water in our building, so we dumped out the last
of the swamp water we had in our tanks, hired a couple of guys to clean

them, and refilled them with potable water.
A Sequel to the Aldea (Orphanage) Story
Back in the day, there was a little girl in the Aldea named Jennifer,
who had a big singing voice. There was also a music teacher called Profesor
Dante, who taught the kids to play instruments and sing. Jennifer is now 18
years old, living on her own, and making a living as best she can as a
talented, but largely untrained, singer.
On Tuesday, we brought Jennifer and Profesor Dante together again to

see if they could put together a plan for formal training for Jennifer which I
would then seek support for. I hope we can have a plan defined before the end
of my current stay in 2 weeks.
Cancer Screening
On Wednesday morning, we hosted the cancer screening program
offered by the League Against Cancer. They're located downtown, but they
sent a mobile unit up to service our community. Since the screening was held

on a weekday morning, most of the people who were able to take advantage of
the opportunity were the elderly. I would be interested to know if they

actually detected any cancers as a result of this activity, but of course the test
results are confidential. We'll just have to trust that we did a good thing.

Genoveva's House
It's always a joy to us when we see our people getting ahead.
Genoveva, who works in our Acercándonos office, has a project going on at
her house to add two rooms on the second floor, one for each of her rapidly
growing children (Elvis and Carmen). Her husband, Claudio, works in
construction and did most of the work himself, including preparing to pour

the cement roof. The roof structure is a combination of steel rebar and
styrofoam spacers, all to be encased in cement, and the whole affair is held up
by a forest of poles until the cement dries. The actual pouring of the cement,

which is considered a major milestone in a construction project here, took
place on Thursday. The workers mixed the cement in the street, where

Genoveva's son, Elvis, joined in the labor. They then hoisted the cement to

the roof, where they dumped it into wheelbarrows and took it to where it was

needed. Here's happy Genoveva, standing in the doorway of the new

construction afterwards. We certainly wish her and her family all possible
enjoyment of their new addition.

English Classes in Mujeres con Esperanza
On Thursday, for the first time, we separated out the littlest kids for
an activity appropriate to their age, so they wouldn't distract the older kids in
John's class. Briza taught them, in just one lesson, the colors in English, and
also the sounds of the vowels. I was impressed, because when Gloria and I

were teaching Spanish at Advent years ago, that was as much as our
students learned in a whole semester! (Sorry, guys - I do exaggerate, but I
wanted to see if you're reading these reports. :-)
Kids' Club in Mujeres con Esperanza
This week marked another first, the first-ever meeting of the Kids'
Club in Mujeres con Esperanza. Even this first outing was a big success, with
50 kids attending, which is about twice as many as attend the group down

the hill. Once again we see that in the new settlement, where there aren't as
many options as there are in the more mature communities down the hill,
everything we offer is well received.
New Offices
The contractor putting up the drywall partitions for Victor and Briza's new
offices in our main building kept getting farther and farther behind schedule, and we
weren't very happy with the quality of his work either. When it came time to paint,
we quickly saw that we weren't going to be satisfied with the result, so we

eliminated that phase from the scope of the contract, adjusted the price, paid him
off, and sent him on his way. We'll paint the walls ourselves, and not with a
compressor and spraygun, like this contractor was trying to do.
Salir Adelante ("Getting Ahead") Student Sponsorship Program
On Saturday morning, we had our monthly meeting with the students of Salir
Adelante. We were celebrating the Day of the Student, so Lidia and Sabina had

arranged a social event to be part of the meeting.

A couple of volunteers from the group had organized two teambuilding
challenges to be done outdoors. One involved blindfolded people carrying a cup of

water suspended by strings, and dumping it into another cup without touching the
cup itself. The other one featured entirely too many hands trying to guide plastic

balls through holes in a plastic sheet.

As a one-time good deal, I had brought a pair of donated cowboy boots down
with me this time, and we held a drawing among the boys who happened to be of
the appropriate shoe size. Gabriel was the winner, and I assure you, the fact he was

wearing a sweatshirt from my alma mater had nothing to do with it.
Acercándonos Birthday Party
At our monthly Acercándonos program birthday party on Saturday, we had
another all-time first - 1-year old twins. They were very well behaved, and as you

can see, they were really impressed with their presents.

Medical Campaign
On Sunday morning, the day dawned bright, as it does every day in Alto
Cayma. (As Father Alex says, "How boring - another fine day!") The bus from the

Catholic University arrived in Mujeres con Esepranza a little after 8:00,
disembarking some 60 doctors, nurses and support personnel. Their supplies and

equipment were then unloaded, taken inside and set up.

One thing that distinguishes medical campaigns done by the Catholic
University from those of some other institutions is that the people attending the
patients are not medical students, but senior faculty members. I think this jovial

fellow may even be retired from the Army Medical Corps, because the sign outside
his consultory said "General Medicine".
When the patients began arriving, they first passed through triage to be

directed to the appropriate specialty. A variety of specialties were offered, but my
friend, General Medicine, was the most popular of all.

A well-stocked pharmacy dispensed free medications.

The dental clinic was housed in our building, and the 3 dentists who were

working there were happy that they were kept busy attending 50 patients.
Many people brought their small animals to the Veterinary Clinic that was set

up outside. ("Say 'ahhh', kitty - here's your medicine!")

Besides the variouls medical specialties, a number of ancillary services were
offered as well. There were psychologists and lawyers available for consultations.

The psychologists from the university gave a presentation on family violence.

Publicity was given to a government-operated shelter for battered women.

Donated food was given out.

Another activity that we hosted in our building was students from a
cosmetology school downtown giving free haircuts.

When the last patients were seen at around 1:00, the doctors packed up and
left in a hurry so as to be able to spend the rest of Sunday with their families. They
volunteer for these campaigns often (approximately monthly), so we could certainly
understand their haste.
Medical Bulletin on Victor
Victor is generally getting better as he recovers from his operation, but he
has bad days as well as good. The worst part is when he can't sleep, and then
everything comes unraveled. He's supposed to be cleared to return to work on
Monday, but we're not going to rush it. He's still very susceptible to environmental
factors, such as dust and volatile fumes in the air. He just has to take care of himself,
and he'll be his old self soon.

Sunset Photo
I like to end my presentations with a sunset photo, so here's one called
Sunset in Arequipa, as seen from Mujeres con Esperanza.

"Love God, Serve Neighbor/Serving Alto Cayma",
Jim

